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ABSTRACT
Quantum entanglement technology has been demonstrated at the network level.
Optical switching technology has been proposed as a means for connecting nodes to
exchange streams of photons without affecting critical quantum properties. The current
state of the art is focused on permanent or semi-permanent connections, while the greatest
need for quantum information exchange is for short-duration transactions (e.g., delivery
of qubits between devices in the same or different locations, or for exchange of quantum
keys for secure financial/commercial transactions, etc.). In order to more fully utilize an
optical network that supports quantum information exchange, techniques are presented
herein that allow the network to be utilized on a per-transaction basis, or even a per-packet
basis. Both out-of-band and in-band signaling/mechanisms are discussed herein to provide
quantum information exchange within an optical network.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The current state of the art involving optical switching and quantum encryption
technology is focused on permanent or semi-permanent connections, while the greatest
long term need will be for short-duration transactions, ideally over existing fiber
infrastructure. For example, some ecommerce like online shopping involves large amounts
of browsing that requires no serious security. Only a relatively small number of exchanges
of information over the internet require high levels of security. Therefore, the current model
is highly inefficient for such use cases, using dedicated fibers for rare events.
This proposal provides techniques through which short-lived optical connections
can be realized on an as-needed basis, similar to the way that the Internet now delivers
packets on an individual basis.
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Consider an out-of-band technique through which short-lived optical connections
can be realized using out-of-band signaling. Using this technique, existing signaling
protocols such as Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS) or Optical
Internetwork Forum-User Network Interface (OIF-UNI) could be used to signal optical
path creation. Upon path establishment, the quantumly isolated photon stream could be
sent. Once this was completed enough for an encryption key to be created, the optical
connection could be eliminated.
In some instances, a variation of this out-of-band mechanism could be realized
through which the signaling request for the optical connection could be sent and, after an
algorithmically determined time, the quantum photon stream could be sent. Similarly, the
optical connection termination request could be sent as soon as a sufficiently long stream
of photons was sent over the optical connection, further limiting the use of the optical path.
Such connections could be unidirectional, since the quantum photon stream
exchange only needs to be carried in one direction. Once both sides have agreed on the bits
being signaled, then either can then use the key.
Consider further an in-band technique in which the request for the optically isolated
path could be sent in-band, over the "regular" optical link. This could be achieved using
two methods.
For a first method, a complete packet could be sent through the network,
temporarily switching off the optical packet processing hardware and allowing the
subsequent photonic stream to be carried unobserved, i.e. quantumly uncompromised.
For a second method, the quantum stream could be embedded in an optical wrapper
consisting of one or more optical tags.

For this method, the network hardware could

observe these optical tags, but then switch the remainder of the optical packet stream
without observation. This would allow a quantumly encrypted packet to pass completely
through a network without observation, but with all the advantages of routing. These
optical tags, might for instance, be an existing Ethernet or IP packet with header
information indicating the contents as requiring delivery without observation. The core of
the packet would then be redirected with MEMS technology, or its equivalent, to the next
hop. Multiple layers of headers could be included and stripped off, or, if a delay line was
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available, a new header could be created and transmitted before the core, unobservable
section of the packet was re-combined to the next hop.
In summary, out-of-band and in-band techniques are presented herein through
which short-lived circuits can be provided in order to utilize quantum encryption
mechanisms. In some instances, the out-of-band techniques presented herein can be
optimized based on the probability that a connection will be made available. Such
optimizations may include the utilization of circuits without waiting for an
acknowledgment, by requesting teardown of the circuit once the photon stream has been
sent, or even by utilizing a timer-based teardown that can be built into the signaling in
which an optical circuit only lasts an algorithmically determined time after the connection
request. Further, an alternate in-band mechanism could either send a connection request
ahead of the packet, or prepend tags to the packet, such that the core, quantumly significant
portion of the packet is never observed.
The net result of this approach is that the existing fiber wiring of the internet,
whether between racks in a datacenter, between datacenters, or even to the home/business,
could be reused but simply replacing traditional routers/switches with hybrid switches that
handle both traditional data and quantumly unobservable data.
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